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“Managing Fire in Changing Times”

The Canadian fire environment is changing rapidly and in ways unprecedented since the 
beginning of the modern fire management era. The challenges faced by fire managers today are 
increasingly complex and intertwined: expanding wildland-urban interface, escalating fire 
suppression costs, greater industrial development in the north, managing forest carbon, 
conserving biodiversity, a general increase in wildfire activity and public exposure to hazardous 
emissions, changing fire regimes, managing fuels, aging fire fighting equipment, and shifting 
demographics within the fire management community itself.

To address the many current fire management issues, Wildland Fire Canada 2012 will host two 
keynote sessions:

Fire Business in Canada: Past, Present and Future – a historical review and 
a look forward by leading national experts in fire research, fire operations, 
and fire ecology.

Management Perspectives on Wildland Fire – an assessment of the current 
state and future direction of fire management in Canada by fire agency leaders.

Wildland Fire Canada 2012 will also focus on four key Conference Themes:

PEOPLE AND FIRE
Any consideration of Wildland Fire Management intrinsically is embedded in human values and 
the relationship of people to fire. The People and Fire theme will explore the complex relationships 
of society to wildland fire and how these relationships are changing over time. We are envisioning 
topic streams to include social perceptions of wildland fire, the economics of wildland fire and the 
relationship of wildland fire management to larger changes in society. Sessions in this theme are:

Social Perceptions of Fire  This session will focus on how the public perceives wildfire, fuel 
management and prescribed fire and how it affects management decisions, communications 
and policy.

Fire Finance  Some of the topics we hope to cover in this session are: post-fire costs 
associated with watershed rehabilitation, contingent valuation of ecosystems services as it 
applies to Fire Situation Analyses and Fire Management Planning, analysis of large-fire costs, 
fuel treatment cost analysis, impacts of fuel and active fire management on insurance losses, 
and emerging research topics.
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Communications: Importance and Evolving Tools  In this session, we hope to focus on the 
importance of up-to-date and clear communications during wildfire and prescribed fire 
operations. We also hope to encourage speakers to present on new and evolving tools for 
communications such as social media, video footage and interactive products.

FIRE OPERATIONS
Fire operations are the heart of a Wildland Fire Management Organization – whatever else we 
do, this is our core business.  Wildland fire has not changed over the last century of fighting 
fire in Canada, but the technology, our understanding, and society has evolved to provide new 
opportunities and challenges.  This theme explores this core business area allowing fire managers 
and researchers the opportunity to challenge existing practices, portray emergent issues and 
showcase developing technology.  Sessions in this theme are:

Monitoring and Predicting  This session will focus on collecting information about fires and 
the environment to support proactive decision making.

Risk Evaluation and Option Analysis  Flowing from data collection,  is data analysis, where 
data is converted into information.  This session focuses on data analysis tools and techniques 
to support decisions and actions.

Preparedness and Suppression  Once the analysis is complete, and the options evaluated, 
action is taken.  This session focuses on the decision making process and actions taken to 
protect values and suppress fires.

For all three sessions, we hope to include speakers covering topics of resource and information 
sharing, new technologies and approaches, and current and future challenges.

WORKING TOWARDS A FIRESMART COMMUNITY
Living a resilient relationship with wildfire involves applying FireSmart practices at all levels based 
on the community’s wildfire protection needs. Your attendance will provide you the knowledge and 
skills needed to apply FireSmart activities in both the community and out on the landscape; moving 
FireSmart beyond public land and into the backyards of communities-at-risk all across Canada.
 
The FireSmart Communities program is an interagency program designed to encourage local 
solutions for wildfire safety by involving homeowners, community leaders, planners, developers, 
firefighters, and researchers all in an effort to protect people and property from the risk of wildfire.

FIRE ACROSS THE LANDSCAPE
This theme will explore topics related to the management and study of active wildland fires beyond 
the traditional realm of suppression. Fire managers who often face very large (or very intense) 
fires know that the costs of direct suppression sometimes outweigh the benefits. During busy 
seasons, there are also cases where resources are simply not available. Conversely, as our ecological 
understanding has matured over the last century, there has been a growing appreciation for the 
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role of fire in ecosystems. The sessions in this theme will cover topics of the ‘new’ wildland fire 
management, including prescribed fire, modified response (or other ‘let-burn’ type policies), fire 
ecology and fire regimes. Sessions in this theme are:

Lessons Learned From Prescribed Fire  Prescribed burns have been conducted by some 
agencies for decades now, but are still in their infancy in other regions. Burns have been done 
for habitat restoration purposes, for hazard reduction, for silviculture, as cultural practices, 
and for other reasons. Prescribed fire can be a powerful tool in the fire management 
spectrum, one that has been used for centuries; it can also at times be risky and controversial. 
This session explores the topic broadly by offering the lessons learned – what was successful 
and what was challenging – from some of Canada’s most experienced prescribed fire 
specialists. 

Planning for Fire-Adapted Landscapes  Provincial fire management agencies are learning 
about how wildland fires and fuels management can provide opportunities as well as 
constraints. The fires will arrive – the question is not ‘if’, but ‘when’, and how prepared will the 
response be. Several jurisdictions are currently developing strategies and policies to address 
wildfire risks proactively, with zoning schemes and policy tools being used to prioritize fuels 
treatment, plan prescribed fires, adjust suppression effort, develop evacuation plans, and 
vary land use regulations across the landscape. In this session, presentations will focus on 
fire management planning efforts underway in several provinces, as well as research on fire 
management planning.  

Integrating fire operations with land management objectives  Wildfires and wildfire 
operations have a large footprint – nearly 2 million hectares burn annually, on average, across 
the country. This makes wildfires an important form of unplanned land management. What 
policies, tools and techniques are available for making use of wildfire operations to achieve 
land management goals? This session addresses ‘modified response’ and other alternatives to 
full suppression when dealing with wildfires. In addition, management options for post-fire 
landscapes are also explored.  

Fire in ecosystems  Fire ecology has a long and distinguished history in Canada, although one 
that is sometimes not recognized or understood. Wildland fire is a critical ecosystem process 
across Canada, with defining effects on all elements of the biotic and abiotic landscape. 
This session is designed to address specific topics within fire ecology that present important 
work relevant to the conference theme, but fall outside other existing themes and sessions. 
Examples could include presentations on fire regimes, fire effects on wildlife, fire-climate 
considerations, species at risk, etc. 

The Conference will also host a field tour focused on managing landscape fire using the local forest 
region as a backdrop:

BACK TO FIRE INCLUSION: A WILDFIRE STORY OF SOUTHWESTERN ALBERTA
Fire as a natural event, or land management tool occurred frequently on Alberta landscapes 
before European settlement. Fire frequency was still high during the settlement period even though 
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land management practices had changed and fire exclusion became a priority. For 
example, the Kananaskis Valley, setting for the conference, experienced valley-wide wildfires in 
1851 and 1936 with smaller fires occurring in between. Fire has been absent since the 1930’s in part 
through policies of fire exclusion. However, it is clear that trying to manage for fire exclusion is an 
unrealistic proposition.

Fire is inevitable in wildlands, so we are better served to work with nature, including the use of 
prescribed fire in such a way that we can protect today’s values. Recently, fire inclusion has 
become our goal, but we can’t simply step into the past. There are differing opinions and 
incomplete knowledge on how best to practice land management in a fire driven environment. The 
morning’s presentations will revolve around the fire story of the southwest Alberta landscape and 
will set the stage for the afternoon field tour.
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